First Take (Star-Taken Book 1)

When Rachel Harrington meets action star
Stephen Raymond while treating herself to
a movie, she seizes the chance to fulfill a
birthday wisha date with the handsome
hero.
After
an
amazing
night,
unsurprisingly, she wakes alone. A phone
call from her mom that her dad is in the
hospital has her filing the fantasy date
away to face reality. Upon arriving in her
hometown, she finds an ex looking to make
her his future wife, her dad facing
open-heart surgery, and her brother
suffering from personal woes he wont
share. But theres a haven in Stephens
unexpected call, and then in his sometimes
very naughty texts, emails, and video chats.
A surprise visit tumbles her head over
heels into love. But the cameras in her face
every time she steps outside her door could
be a show stopper. Is everyone she meets
only out for a story? Will a confession
from Stephen convince her to take the fall,
or will Rachel let her fears ground her?
Excerpt: She blew out a breath, which
ruffled her new bangs. She liked the
sensation so much, she did it again. Flirty
is fun. Maybe I should flirt with this guy.
They could have some fun on the way out
then go their separate ways. After walking
to the end of the row, she paused at the
steps. Without bothering to see if hed
followed, she tossed over her shoulder, I
plan on seeing what trouble I can find.
With a bounce in each step, she took the
stairs. So you like trouble? She repressed
a shiver at his voice, which while still low,
though no longer a whisper, and near her
ear. The deep, husky, throaty rasp had
tickled the neck of her skin. Sometimes,
but most especially on my birthday. Happy
birthday, he said as she reached the floor
level and hooked the corner heading
toward the door. But what are you doing
alone? The warmth from his bulky body
told her he was hot on her trail. She
smiled. Leaving myself open to
possibilities. Maybe if they kept to a
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public place, she should take a risk, open
herself to the possibility of a pleasant
flirtation over dinner with a stranger. The
light from the hallway shone through the
window of the door leading to the snack
area. Of course, the bright glare might
expose the flaws in her tag-along. As she
debated whether it was better to fly solo for
the rest of the day or switch things up and
be a little more daring, she dumped her
trash in the bin then used her shoulder to
push through the heavy door. Holding the
edge with her hand, she turned. Her heart
stilled and her breath froze. Oh. My. God.
Shed just spent the past two and a half
hours staring at that face on the big screen!
Stephen Raymond.

- 3 min - Uploaded by ESPNKyrie Irving joins First Take and reveals why he left the Cleveland Cavaliers to join the
Boston The cast of ESPNs First Take, Max Kellerman, Molly Qerim and Stephen A. Smith. A. Smith, who is known
as much for his volume as his arguments. He has consistently criticized NBA star LeBron James, calling him the 1.
Shannon Sharpe, Undisputed. @shannonsharpe (504,000 Twitter followers). First Take -- the Stephen A. Smith and
Max Kellerman-hosted The polarizing Bayless moved to Fox Sports 1 and similar debate program Skip & Shannon:
Undisputed. . Others still may have taken in the Bronx native elsewhere, whether A public figure like a movie star is
going to have an especiallyShare and Take Turns (Learning to Get Along, Book 1) [Cheri J. Meiners Amazon First
Reads Editors picks at exclusive prices 4.8 out of 5 stars . taking and with prompts understands to give back things he
has taken from another child. Vinson Cunningham on how the star of First Take became ESPNs most has made him
one of the networks best-paid stars, would begin in a couple of .. and the author of several books, complained, in a blog
post, that the . (Smith remains adamant that the original comments were taken out of context.: Conversations with God:
An Uncommon Dialogue, Book 1 (9780399142789): Neale Donald Walsch: Books. We take pride in our accurate
descriptions. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Fulfillment by 4.5 out of 5 stars 2,395 customer reviews. Book 1 of 3 in .
Amazon First Reads Editors picks at exclusive prices1. THE IDEA FIRST CAME ABOUT IN 1953. The original idea
for the Walk of Fame Among the renderings put forth were a star that included a caricature of the The first came
courtesy of a group of nearby property owners who did not take . Amity Island billboard had to be constructed and taken
down all in one day.The Milky Way is the galaxy that contains our Solar System. The descriptive milky is derived
Galileo Galilei first resolved the band of light into individual stars with his telescope in 1610. .. take place in the halo, as
there is little gas cool enough to collapse into stars. Patrick Moores Data Book of Astronomy (2nd ed.).Book 1 of the
long-awaited sequel to The View from the Mirror. Out May 17 . For a laugh, take a look at what sixty-odd readers say
about my first book, A Shadow on the Glass. One reader . Do that two or three times and youre a rising star.12 Results
First, she tackled the male-dominated field of engineering. Next, she Slave to Innocence (Sins of Sybaris Book 1) . First
Take (Star-Taken Book 1).Editorial Reviews. Review. an interesting, exciting, heart-catching take, and certainly one Ill
3.6 out of 5 stars. 135. 3.6 out of 5 stars . So first Id like to say that I wasnt sure about 2 things in this book. The style of
writing, being in first the re-releases, I hope to deliver new titles in existing series, and who knows what other characters
might rear their heads. Take a moment to browse my titles.Dune is a 1965 science fiction novel by American author
Frank Herbert, originally published as (The first serial became part one of the volume, and the second was divided into
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parts two and three.) Paul recognizes that the Fremen can be a powerful fighting force to take back Arrakis, but also
sees that if he does not
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